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          WebViewer Version : 8.6.1

Do you have an issue with a specific file(s)? no

Can you reproduce using one of our samples or online demos? yes

Are you using the WebViewer server? no

Does the issue only happen on certain browsers? yes IE

Is your issue related to a front-end framework? no

Is your issue related to annotations?no

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

The WebViewer is taking a long time to load in IE browser

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

can be produced in any IE browser

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

can be produced in any IE browser

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Certain features in WebViewer is not functioning in Internet Explorer and raise script errors
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	How to load updated WebViewer files without clearing cache?
	Applying page manipulations to PDFs directly in the client
	Multi-Tab - Multiple Tabs in WebViewer - IndexedDB
	CORS for IE9 - Setting up

APIs:	PreloadWorker
	UI - officeOptions
	WebViewerInstance - new WebViewerInstance()

Forums:	The Webviewer is too slow when I use in Interner explorer in my react -app
	Showing initialDoc array length doesn’t match ‘extension’ array length
	Can we use same licence for both Android & iOS which are used for Web app?
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          Would you be able to describe the WV taking a long time issue in IE10?
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          Yes on the initial load the application launched with the web viewer takes  a long time and even halt the browser screen for some time.
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          What type of document are you opening in IE10? Can you describe how slow it is? Can you example with numbers?
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          Also, I wanted to remind you that, WV does not support IE10. We recommend avoiding IE10 at all costs.

Thanks!
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          Yeah, you are right its IE 11 actually not IE 10.
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